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CMH Board Report 

From CMH President & CEO  
November 2012 

 
This report provides a brief update on some key activities within CMH as an FYI 
to the board.  While it is organized against our strategic themes, it may include 
strategic, corporate and other projects as necessary. 
 

Unparalleled Focus on Quality 
 
CMH noted in QIP analysis 

 CMH was noted again as a success in this year’s 2012/13 Quality 
Improvement Plans:  An Analysis for Improvement (published by Health 
Quality Ontario)  

 Our ED wait times went from our baseline of 42.9 hours (Jan-Dec 2010) to 
our result of 26.3 hours (Jan-Dec 2011).     

 This is a significant improvement over CMH’s target of 30 hours for 
2011/12 

 
 
The eDoc Project  

 The eDoc project, an effort within our IT strategic plan, is looking to 
optimize CMH’s electronic record (Meditech) by streamlining 
documentation screens, removing interventions that are obsolete and 
other outcomes that align with the projects goals.  

 The reason for initiating this project is there have been many changes to 
the Meditech environment since its inception in 1997 leading to 
redundancies and obsolete screens. These not only cause inefficiencies in 
the form of additional work and frustration, but could have potential to 
cause errors.  

 The need for this project was highlighted in feedback from Nursing and 
Allied Health staff 

 
 
Strength through Our People 
 
Career Achievement Awards – Oct. 24 

 CMH’s celebrated its annual Career Achievement Ceremony. This 
ceremony recognizes the many employee and physician milestones for 
2012. 

 This year, 170+ staff received their milestone awards at or near their date 
of hire to make it more personal to staff and physicians. The ceremony is a 
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celebration allowing all staff and physicians to participate collectively in 
these achievements. 

 Of note, Dr. H. Miller celebrated 45 years and Nellie Muller 40 years of 
service, respectively 

 In total, the group total was a little over 2500 years of combined service  
 Feedback indicates that staff enjoy the new format 

 
 
Wellness Fair – Oct. 29 

 As part of healthy workplace month, Employee Health Services organized 
a Wellness Fair on Monday, October 29 

 Vendors and community based health and wellness services set up 
booths;  some donated healthy snacks and prizes  

 Almost 90 staff attended the fair that was held over the lunch period 
 Community based wellness services offered a service or prize 

 

Camp CCAIR Oct. 29-30 
 Camp CCAIR is the nickname for our leadership development program 

focused on our Operations Committee members (our administrative 
leaders) (CCAIR – is the abbreviation of our values) 

 Our most recent leadership camp took place October 29 and 30 at the 
Newfoundland Club 

 Day one focused on Five Choices (a Franklin Covey development 
program) in which participants worked through a workshop to improve and 
move towards extraordinary productivity. Common language was 
developed as well as ways to help identify those efforts that promote 
extraordinary productivity.  Our Organization Development leader, Linda 
Rodrigues, facilitated the session 

 Day two focused on the Staff & Physician Satisfaction Survey results – 
both from hospital-wide results and the departmental results.  Managers 
walked through the process for the departmental roll out. Session was led 
by Metrics@Work’s President, Dr. John Yardley, who explained how to 
interpret results in a constructive manner that  will help promote  positive 
changes at the departmental level.  

 
 
Take our Kids to Work Day – Nov. 7 

 On Wednesday, November 7, 2012, CMH participated with hundreds 
workplaces across Canada to help provide children to vicariously 
experience a wide variety of career options.  

 The Take Our Kids to Work (TOKW) program shows the importance of 
education, skills development and training while giving students the 
opportunity to experience a real work environment. 

 In total, 21 grade nine students participated in this year’s TOKW 
 
Staff Satisfaction Survey – Nov. 28 & 29 
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 Staff forum sessions for staff are planned for November 28 and 29 to 
share the high level corporate overview of the our results 

 Managers will be rolling out their department results in the new year. 
 
CMH Food Drive - Nov. 16 to Dec. 7 

 On Nov. 16 a friendly but competitive Food Drive started that that will 
benefit the Cambridge Self Help Food Bank.  

 It is CMH’s first Food Drive in a few years and it is being spearheaded by 
at the grassroots level by dedicated staff 

 Thanks to Jade Campbell, our SEIU local President for putting forward this 
suggestion and leading the effort 

 The goal is to weave this back as part of our holiday tradition.  
 
Communit-E-cast published 

 Communit-E-cast is an electronic newsletter targeting our community 
partners and interested citizens 

 It is a compilation of short news snippets originally published in CMH’s 
weekly newsletter “e-Cast”  

 This is part of an Accreditation recommendation to improve 
communication with our community and community partners. Communit-
E-cast is also a goal in CMH’s Corporate Communications Plan for 2012-
13.  

 The newsletter is published and sent out every two months. For those not 
wanting to sign up, they can access it within CMH’s Internet (public) site 

 
 
Driving Value and Affordability 
 
Breakfast baskets served 

 Food Services started offering breakfast baskets to all inpatients on 
Tuesday November 6, 2012.  

 Therapeutic diets, texture restrictions & food allergies are being 
recognized  

 Food service staff will continue to deliver & pick up directly from the 
bedside.  

 This change is the result of one of our efficiency strategies to bring CMH’s 
food costs in line with comparable hospitals.  

 
 
CMHVA commits $1.25 million to the new hospital 

 On Nov. 1, our good friends the Cambridge Memorial Hospital Volunteer 
Association (CMHVA) pledged $1.25 million dollars to the Foundation’s 
Transformation CMH Capital Campaign – the campaign that will raise the 
funds needed to cover the 10% building costs and all the equipment and 
furnishing going into the new hospital.  
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 “CMHVA no longer believes the new hospital will be a reality, but rather, it 
now knows it will be reality,” said CMHVA board chair Chuck Snider when 
he made the surprise announcement at the Foundation’s Trees of Caring 
event.  

 The CMHVA has over 400 volunteers providing their time to the hospital 
and raising funds through Tim Hortons, the gift shop, HELPP lottery and 
the Recovery Room in downtown Galt.  

 
Capital Redevelopment update 

 The process to establish the healthcare standards started in October. A 
committee was struck and meetings set with a broad range of internal 
stakeholders to establish standards that will be used in the Capital 
Redevelopment Project. 

 Standards will be applied to materials and systems (flooring, cabinets, 
fixtures, electrical, communication, etc.). They will be established based 
on costs (e.g., durability, maintenance, availability, etc.), industry best 
practice (i.e., infection control) and in some cases, aesthetics.  

 Establishing standards will allow for ease in facility maintenance and lower 
costs in future projects. For example, when rooms need to re-used for 
another purpose, the standards for changing the room will already be 
established thereby lowering costs in the planning process. 

 On November 22, the architects met with 10 long-time community 
residents to learn about the history and current culture of the Cambridge 
and North Dumfries region. This information will be used to develop visual 
cues to help reflect both the proud heritage of our community and current 
community culture. 

 


